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. LINEAR COMJ?LEX~S AND CONGRUENCES 

IN I,IQDUL.AR GEOMETRY. 

HISTORICAL SUMI.:ARY • 

.Che subject of line geometry has been 

ex~tensi vely studied since the time of :PlL1okerl 

who introduced the idea of the straight line as 

the element of space •. He adopted a coordinate 

system for·lines which had previously been 

introduced by Cayley and Grassman. 

J?lucker2 also is to be credited for the 

conception of a complex of lines, i.e. the 

lines which satisfy one given condition, so that 

one equation ezists between the coordinates of each 

line of a complex. 

An important step in the development of the 

su.b ject was due to Klein3, who introdt10ed the 

coordinate system known as the Klein coordinates. 

l. "System der Geometrie des Raumes." Dusseldorf (1846) 

2. "Neue Geometrie des Raumes." Leipzig (1868) 

3. Vol. II nMathematische Annalen.n· 
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Among others who investigated the ·snb ject 

is Jessop4 who adopted generally the analytical 

method of treatment with Klein coordinates. 

Veblen and Young5 present the subject from 

a pt1rely synthetic standpoint, though they show 

how the geometric definitions correspond to the 

ord·inary analytic conceptions. 

$. Jessop, c. !111. "Treatise on the Line Complex." 
Cambridge (1903). 

5. Veblen, o. and Young, J. w. ":Projective 
Geometry.n Vol. I. (1910). 
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PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER 

The purpose of this paper is a study of 

·the classes of complexes, cohgrnences and reguli 

in a. finite projective geometry of modulus K, 
in a three space. PG (3,K). 

This study includes: 

The munber of lines in the figures. 

The number of figures in space. 

Equations of general and special 
complexes. 

Congruences common to two complex~s. 

Reguli common to two congruences. 

i'ables of lines and points. 

The number of complexes on a congruence. 

i:he number of complexes on a regulus. 

Examples of complexes and congruences in 

PG {3,3) and PG {3,2). 
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BASIS l!,Oii I'HIS IHVES'.HGATIOlT. 

The following definitions, classifications 

and theorems established by Veblen and Young1 will 

be used as a basis for this paper. 

De:fini·t ions. 

"A regulus is the set of all lines linearly 

dependent on three linearly independent lines. 

llJ.... congruence is the set of all lines linearly 

dependent on four linearly independent lines. 

uA complex is the set of all lines linearly 

dependent on five linearly independent lines. 

"Linear dependence. If two lines are coplanar 

the lines of the flat pencil containing them both 

are said to be linearly dependent on them. If two 

lin~s are skew the only lines linearly dependent on 

them are the two lines themselves. On three skew 

lines are linearly dependent the lines which meet 

each of the given lines. If 11 , l~, ----1->; are 

any number of lines, and m1 , ~----m~, are lines 

such that m1 , is linearly dependent on two or three 

of 11 , l~, ----1~, and m , is linearly dependent 
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on two or three of 11 l:z. ----1- m m~ ----mu t t "~ 1t ..,., nt 

then mKis said to be linearly dependent on 11 , 

1.2. '----ll\.. 

1. L. C. PP• 311-334. 
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Classification of Complexes, congruences, and reguli. 

Complexes. 

General: A flat pencil of lines at every 

point of space. 

Special: A line and all lines of space which 

meet it. 

Congruences. 

~lliptic: One and only one line on every 

point of space. 

Hyperbolic: The set of all lines meeting 

two skew lines. 

Parabolic: The ·set of all tangents and 

rulers of a given regulus, which 

meet a fixed directrix of the 

regulLlS. 

Degenerate: A bundle of lines and a plane of 

lines, the center of the bundle 

being on the plane; or the set of 

all lines meeting two intersecting 

lines. 

Reguli. 

Nondegenerate. Mutaelly skew lines meeting 

three skew lines. 
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Degenerate 

Bundle of lines, 

Plane of' lines, 

Two pencils with a.common line but 

different planes and centers. 
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I'heorems. 

"Thru each point of s1)ace there is one and 

only one line of an elliptic congruence. For 

hyperbolic and parabolic congni.ences this statement 

is true except for points on a airectrix. 
11A linear complex consists of all lines 

linearly dependent on the edges of a simple skew 

pentagon. 

"There are two classes of complexes such that 

all complexes of either class are projectively 

equivalent, and all complexes belong to these two 

classes. A complex of one class consists of a 

line and all lines of space which meet it. :rhis 

is called a special complex. ~he lines are 

linearly dependent on the edges of a simple skew 

pentagon, four of whose vertices are coplanar. A 

complex of the other kind is called general. No 

four vertices of the pentagon which determines it 

are coplanar. It contains all lines in the flat 

pencils of lines meeting homologous pairs of lines 

in the projectivity determined by two projective 

flat pencils with different centers and planes, but 
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a common self corresponding line, and also the 

parabolic congruence of lines, whose directrix 

is the common line of the pencils. 

nTwo linear complexes have in common a linear 

c ongr tienc e. 

"The lines of a comple:x meeting a line not in 

the complex, form a hyperbolic congruence. 
11 ~he lines of a complex, meeting a line in the 

complex form a parabolic congruence. 

"The lines whose coordinates satisfy one 

linear equation 

a1:1.p1,_t a,~p1 '3f a,¥-P,'t+ Bz3 p.2 5 t a~"'~+ a~~3 'f=O 

form a linear complex. Those whose coordinates 

satisfy two independent equations form a linear 

congruence, and those satisfying th:ree independent 

linear equations form a regulus. Four independent 

equations are satisfied by two (distinct or 

coincident) lines, which may be improper." 

On the basis of the above definitions and 

theorems tlie following i11vestigation is made for a 

finite projective geometry of modulus 3, and of 

modulus 2, in a three space. 
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':CHE HUI@ER OF LIHES IH REGULI, CONGRUKNCES 

AUD COK1?LEXES. 

Reguli. 

A. A non degenerate regulus consists of all 

lines meeting three skew lines, the directrices. 

On each point of a directrix there is one and only 

one line meeting the other two directrices. Then 

there are K + 1 lines in the regulus. 

B. Degenerate Reguli. 

1. A bllndle of lines consists of all 

lines on a point, which is Ki.K+l. 

2. A. plane of lines has K'+K+l line$. 

3. Two flat pencils with different 

planes and centers bu:t a common 

line, have 2(K+l)-1=2K+l, lines, 

since there are Ktl lines in a 

flat pencil. 

II. Congruences. 

A. An elliptic congru.ence consists of one 

and only one line on every point of space. There-

fore the number of lines is ·tr1e number of points 

divided by the number of points on a line, or 

= K1+1. 
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B. A hyperbolic congruence consists of all 

lines meeting ·two skew lines, whiuh is(K+l)'-. The 

directrices are not lines of the congruence. 

c. A parabolic congruence is made up of a 

regulus together with one directrix and all tangents 

to the regulus at points of this directrix. At each 

point of the direo·bri:x there is a flat pencil of 

lines tangent to the regulus, and this pencil 

inclo.des the directrix and the ruler thru that 

point. rhen since the directrix is in every pencil 

the nLunber of lines is 

( K+l) K+l =lt.rK-t-1. 

D. A degenerate congruence is a plane of 

lines and a bundle of lines with center on the 

plane. The bundle and -'Ghe plane each have K+-K"f'l 

lines but K+l lines of the bundle are in the plane. 

1hen the number of lines in the congruence is 

2(K+X+l)-(K+l)= 2K+K+l. 

III. Comulexes. 

A. A general complex consists of a pencil of 

lines on every one of ~heK;K+K+l points of space. 
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Since each line is on K-1 r:ioints, the nnmber of 

lines in. the complex is 

(!~!+~+l} {K~l)= KiK+K+l 
Ktl 

B. A special complex is a given line, the 

directrix, and all lines of space which meet it. 

At each point on the directrix are K+K lines, 

beside the directrix, making a total of 
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IITJMBEH OF LINES IN COMPLEXES, COIJGRUENCES, 

AND REGULI IH :PG( 3, 3 )AND PG( 3, 2). 

PG 1PG 
I. Regu.li. . ~( 3 ' 2 ) i( 3 ' 3) 

A. Non degenerate reeulus------------ 3 4 
I 

B D t l • I • egenera e regu 1-----------------
1. Bundle of lines--------------- 7 13 

2. Plane of lines---------------- 7 13 

3. Two flat pencils with a 

common line------------------- 5 7 

II. Congruences. 

A. Elli pt io-------------------·------- 5 10 

B. Hyperbolic------------------------ 9 16 

c. :Parabolic------------------------- 7 13 
D. 

III. 

.A. 

B. 

Degenerate------------------------ 11 

Complexes. 

General---------------------------115 
Special---------------------------119 

36 

40 

49 
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THE NUiviliER O? CQI..iI?L~S, COUGRU.HJNCES 

AUD REGULI In J?G( 3 ,K). 

COMPLEXES. 

Since a general comple.x consists of all 

lines linearly depenrient on the edges of a 

simple skew pentagon, no four vertices of' which 

are coplanar, the total number of gene;ral complexes 

is the number o:f such pentagofls that; can be 

chosen from all the lines of space. 

Let the lines of the ~entagon be ~,b?_.£,~,~· 

The number of choices for a is the number of 

lines in suace - (Ki1)fK+x~1). 
J.. - - -

For b, any line meeting~· Since there are 

K!K+l lines on a point, there are K+K lines meeting 

a given line at each point. :Chen the number of 

choices for b is K(K+l)~ - - - ' 
For .£ we may choose any line meeting b and 

not a· b has K points besides the intersection _, -
with a. Of the Id.K lines meeting b at each of the 

points, K are on the K points of .!!• Hence for third 

choice we have K; ' 
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From each of K points of ~' there is one 

line on each of K points of b and K points of ~' 

making 2 Klines which meet~ and b, and leaving 

K-K on each point of c which may be chosen for 

~· Thus the number of choices for d is 

K:i.(K-l). 

The fifth line, ~' must be a line meeting 

a and d. K points of !:,and k of _g_, are not already 

vertices of the pentagon but one point of ! is 

in the plane of a and b and no line on that point 

could be used or we would have four coplanar 

vertices. Then the number of choices for e is 

K(K-1) 

The prouuct of these numbers must be 

divided by the number of i1entagons which can 

·be chosen from the lines of the :same complex, 

since all the lines of the complex are dependent 

on any five of its linearly independent lines. 

This number is as follows: 

For ~' any line of the c ample x, ( lttl ) ( K+,l). 

b, any line of the complex 

meeting ~ (there is a flat pencil of lines at 

every point, or Klines meeting~.) K(K+l). 
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.£, any one of K lines at each of 

K ,"'oint s of' b ..I:' _, 

i· At each point of c there is a 

plane of the complex. 'I'his. plane intersects 

the plane of ~ and b in a line on the point 

common to c and b and me et ing ~· i 1hen eao h 

of the pencils on the K points has one line 

meeting~ and this line is excluded, leaving 

as choices for i, 
K (K-1). 

e. Likewise from each of K points of! 

there is. one line meeting~' hence the choices 

for line !:_ are K. 

Accordingly the number of general complexes 

is 

(~i-1) (!7,.!+l) · lf (_~+l t· !~. 1f 2.(_~-1). !(~-1) 
(K°¥1) (Ktl) ·K(K-1-l) ·K"'· K(K-1) • K - - - - - ..... 

= 
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II. Special Complexes. Any line of space 

may be ·the directrix of a special complex, so 

there are as many special complexes as there 

are lines in space, which is 

(Ktl) (K+K+l). 

Or the number of special complexes is 

the nDJnber of distinct.simple skew pentagons, 

with four vertices coplanar, that can· be formed 

from the lines of space. Let the sides of the 

pentagon be ~,b 1£1i1e. The number of choices 

for each line is as follows: 

~· 1\.ny line of space - - -(K+l) (K+K+l) 
b • .A.ny line meeting~ - - K(K+l)~ 

c. Any line in plane of ~ and b 

except on their intersection ----K~ 

£. Any line not in plane of ~ 

and b, that is on.£, but not 

on its intersections with a 

or ·with b - - -K'- (K-1). 

e. Any line on _g_ and a except at their 

intersections with otner lines of 

the pentagon - - - - - ~K(K-1). 
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But any pentagon in the two planes of this 

pentagon, such that the intersections of the 

two planes will meet all sid~s of the pentagon, 

will determine the same complex. And also such 

a pentagon in any two planes on the same line of 

ihtersection will determine the same complex, 

since the lines dependent on the sides of the 

pentagon are all lines meeting the intersection 

of the two plane_s. Therefore the number of 

pentagons that can be formed from the lines of 

space must be divided by th·e. number of pairs of 

planes on the same intersection, which is K(K+l} 

and by the number of such pentagons in each pair 

of planes.· 

.§:.• 11.ny line in one plane except intersection 

of planes - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~K 

E_. Any other line of plane except on 

inter.section of a and the directrix - !;t 
c.· .Any line of the plane meeting b, except 

those on interesections of ~ and the . 

directrix, of!! and b, o~ of b and the 

directrix 
!L - - - - - - - - - -(K-1). 
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_g_. Any line in second plane on inter-

section of c and the directrix - - - K. 

e. 11ny line except directriz, in second 

plane, meeting~ and~ - - - - - - - K. 
I1he total number of special complexes is 

(_;~1) (~+! .. l) • !(~-\-1 t.!~ !:z (!-1). lf (.!f-1) = 
(K-\ol)K. (KiK). K! (K-lf1" • K:z. 
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CONGRUENCES. 

I. Elliptic. An elliptic congruence is a set 

of lines linearly d_epend ent on four linearly 

independent skew lines, such that no one of them 

meets the regulus of the other three in a proper 

point. l'herefore the number of congruences 

depends on the number of such sets of lines that 

can be chosen from the lines of space. Let ~' 

b, ~' ~' be the four lines. 

~· J.\ny line of space _may be the first 

line of such a set - - - -(K+l)(K+K~l) 

b. Any line not meeting ~ - - K~ 

.£• .the number of lines meeting ~ and 

b is 2K ( K+l )"_ ( K+l t= 2K~3K--l. Then the 

number not meeting ~ and b is 

K(K-1) (K:_l) 

d. ]for fourth line v;e have any not 

meeting the regulus of the first three. 

The number of lines meeting ·the 

regulus include the K+l directrices, and 

also K lines from each point of each of 
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the K-1 lines of the regulus ·to each other of 

the lines, or K~(K+l): 
2 

With these and ·the lines of the regulus 

it self, ·there are ~1 K+l) -t-2 ( K+l) lines not 
2 

to be chosen for _g_, leaving ·bhe number -

t( K~ ( K-1 )". 

But there are ·rtl lines in the elliptic con-

gruence and all the lines are linearly dependent 

on any linearly independent four of its lines. 

'J!herefore the total number of sets of lines that 

can be chosen should be <li vided by the number of 

sets found in a congruence, which is as follows, 

a.- - .A.ny line of the congruence - - (~l). 

b ~ - - Any o-t her - - - - - - - - K!l-• 

.£·- - Any not already chosen - - - -K~l. 

d.- - .Any not in regulus of first 

three -

The total number of elli1)t io congruences is 

(~+1) ( K+K+l) • lf 'f. (!) {lf-1) (Jf-1) • t~\~+l) ~ 

(lt+l) • (R:1) • (K!.l). (lt.K) 

K (K!.1) (K-1). 
2 - -
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II. Hyperbolic. Since a hyperbolic congruence 

consists of all lines meeting two skew lines, 

the number of congruences is the number of pairs 

of skew lines that can be chosen from the lines 

of space. .Any line may be the first and any of 

the K lines, not meeting the first, may be the 

second. i'he mrn1ber o:f hyperbolic congruences 

is therefore 

(K+l) (~~~-t-1). Klf-

2 

III. :Parabolic. The parabolic congruence consists 

of a line and a pencil of lines in a different 

plane at each of its poinGs. .Any line may be the 

first line, or directrix. 1here are K+l choices 

for the plane oi' the first pencil, K for the 

second, etc. Therefore the number of parabolic 

congruences is 

g K+K+l )( K+l U [ ( K-1) t] 
IV. Degenerate. Any plane may be the plane of 

the degenerate congruence and any point of Ghe 

plane may be the cen-ber of the bundle, therefore 

the total number of degenerate congruences is the 
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number of planes multiplied by ·the number of 

points on a plane. 

( ITT.K-rl )-2 ( ~l) 

Total number of congruences. Since every 

two complexes have a congruence in common, the 

total number of congruences is the number of 

sets of two that can be chosen from the total 

number of complexes, divided by the number. of 

sets of two that can be chosen from the K+l 

complexesl on the same congn1ence. 

This number is 

(!!;1f~!'4!i!-tl) (~~!~!~!i!) = 
(K+l)X 

1.. See page 51 for proof "that there are K+l 
complexeson a congruence. 
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:LUTIGULI. 

1. Non degenerate. A non degenerate regulus 

consists of all lines meeting three mLltually skew 

lines. rhese are dependent on any three lines of 

the Ktl directrices. ~he number of reguli is 

therefore 
(Ki-1) (It+K-1-l) • J{f. (lf!.l) (~-1) (~) = 

(Ktl) • K • (K-1) 

K'f( K+K·l-1) ( K+.l) ( K-1) 

II. Degepe rate. 

A·. Two pencils with different planes and a 

common line. Any point may be the center of the 

first pencil, any other of the second. AJJ.y plane 

on both points may be the :plane of the first 

pencil; any other, on both points, of the·. second. 

( K+l) ( K+l) • .Jf (~l~~l) • (K-11) K 
2 

B. Plane ·of lines - - -Any plane - (Kil)(K~l) 

c. Bundle of lines - - imy point may 

be the center of a bundle - -(K+l) ( K+l) 
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nm.rnEH OF COMPLEXES' COHGHUEHCES AND 

REGULI IN PG(3,3) AUD PG (3,2). 

J?G(3,' J?G(3,3) 
Complexes. 

I. General- - - ----- - - - - -- - - - -- 28 234 

II. Special-------------~-------- 35 130 
Total ~ 364 

Congruences. 

I • ~~ 1 i pt i c - - - - - - - - - ---- - - --- -

II. Hy11erboliC---- --- --- - ------

III. J?arabolic - -- - -- - -- - - -- - - -· 

IV. Degenerate---------------~
Total 

Heguli. 

I. Non degenerate - ~-- - - - - - - -

II. Deg~nerate 

56 2,106 

280 5,265 

210 3,120 

105 520 
651 11,011 

560 21,060 

• ... A. Pencils with common line 630 9,360 

40 15 

. c. Bundles of lines--------- 15 40 
I'otal 1, 220. 30, 500 
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EQUATIONS OF COMJ?LEXES HT J?G( 3 ,K). 

The equation of a complex is of the form 

The at1-< are any coefficients, the Pti< are the 

J?lucker line coordinates. 

P-:K = \ x"·x'<\_,'(x,,x~,x.,x\ and (y, Y:i.Y3 y;J 
Y1.· y I< ' i;. ' , ' 

being any two points on the line. 

The total number of eqtiations, and 

therefore the total number of complexes, is 

the number of sets of six numbers that can be 

chosen for the a's. In a finite geometry of 

modulus K, this number is !:1 = K~K~K~K+K+l, 
K-1 

since any of the K marks of may be chosen.for 

any of the six a's, with one exception that 

they cannot all be zero+ division by K-1 is 

necessaii since multiplication or division of 

an equation by any of the K marks, aside from 

zero, leaves the eqllation unchanged. 

The analytical condition for special com-

plexes is given by Jessopl. 

1. Jessop, G. lvi. 0 .A Treatise on the Line 
Complex. 11 pag~e 27. 
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If the invariant of ·the equation is zero, the 

complex is special. The invariant is 

2 ( a,,_a 3cr+ a,f~3+ a,?.a,k_. 

If K=2 the invariant is found to be zero 

in the following cases: 

When all the a 1 s are zero except one, i.e. 

when the equation has only one term; 

When the equation has two terms, unless eaoh 

subscript of the a' s appears once; 

When the equation has three terms, if each 

subsctipt appeats twice; 

When the equation has five terms. 

Thirty-five eqt1ations can be ·written 

satisfying these conditions, then there are 

thirty-five special complexes in PG(3,2) and the 

remaining twenty-eight are general complexes. 

If K = 3, the number of equations of special 

complexes is found similarly to be one hundred and 

thirty, the 'remaining two hundred and thirty-four 

being those of general complexes. 

The following pages contain all the equations 

of special and general complexes in PG(3,2) and in 

PG(3,3). 
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.illQUATIO.NS OF J:H.8 SPiWIAL C 01JJ?J.Ji:JXES 

IN J?G (3,2). 

1. P,1 = 0 7. P,:i. + Pn= 0 13. P,'} + P3y: 0 

2. P,3 = 0 8. :B:z.. + P,"'- 0 14. P,'f.,. p{'2= 0 

3. P,lf - 0 9. 11z + n)= 0 15. P,'t + P11- 0 -
4. p.23 = 0 10. P,,_ + p~~= 0 16. pl'3+ pll.%= 0 

5. p¥:l. = 0 11. ~9 .... l)'f = 0 17. p.23+ ~'f= 0 

6. Ps¥ = 0 12. P,3 + p.l3- 0 18. p'f:l."f" p3$'"- 0 

19. Pi,_+ P,s +- I>,'f = 0 27. It~ -+ P,3+ 11'1 + ~lf= 0 

20.P. + P,3 + p = 0 28. P,:L + P,"' ..._ ~3 
.,. P. = 0 

12.. ,, '",; '3'f 

21. I},_.,. ~4'+ pt,<:1. - 0 29. Ih"'" P,y + 11~ + p = 0 '1-2. 

2 2 • P, ~ + p.23.,. p~~:: 0 30. ~,_ 4- 113 + P,"' + p~3 -+ pif2= 0 

23.p + p·+ 'P~lf : 0 31. P,,_ .... 
1'3 14 Pn -+ P,lf + P2./ P3y = 0 

24.P, + P~~-+ p3'f= 0 32. P,~+ P,3 + P,~ + p'f'Z. + p = 0 
I~ 3~ 

25. P,'f + p'f% + P. = 0 33. 112-4- ~3 + P23 """ ~2. + p:?'f 
::..;Q 

'3 If 

26.p + p'f2 + p3'f= 0 34. ~,_ + P,4+ p2.3+ p + p~" = 0 
.23 'f-2. 

35. Ib t P,"f + ~3 -t p'f2.+ P1~ = 0 
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EQUAT IOHS OF GEH~RAL COMPLEXES IN l'G 3, 2. 

1. P,"2..t p3'f= 0 15. :P,Lf + p'23+ :p34= 0 

2. Ih+ J_) = 0 16. l1:i. + 113 + :P,'f + P.z.3: 0 
l(-2. 

3. p + P:z3 = 0 17. P,,_ t P.'3 + P,l/+ p'l.2= 0 
ILf 

4. P,,. + p + p -0 18. Pi:z.. + P,1 + P,t + P3y= 0 

5. P,:t. +- Pn+ :P'f~= 0 19. p,2-..,. P,1 + Pn+ Pit2= 0 

6. P,~ +- P,'f:+ P.z3: 0 20. P,.2.+ P,3 t p2'3+ p"3'f= 0 

7. pf.2.. + 11"' + :P;-y. = 0 21. Ii~ 
.,. lt<t + p'f.2 -+ p23 = 0 

8. :P. + ~3+ :Pl'f = 0 22. P,~ + p ..,. 
Pq.:z."" ~'f = 0 

ll. I If 

9. J{:z. 
..,. 

Plf,_+ .P?,'f-= 0 23. J?i,_ + p~3+ plf.2. 'T p = 0 l'f 

10. 11'3 + P,'i + p'f2 = 0 24. B3+ Pi'f -f Pz3+ P3~- 0 

11.I~· + l"3 P,4 + :P. = 0 .2'3 
25. 11.,.,.. P,'f+ P, +-- -

lf-2. 111J-- 0 

12.p13+ pl.3+ p~2.= 0 26. l?,) + P23_,. :p'f~ + p$'1= 0 

13. P,1 i- p'f2+ p = 0 3'f 
27. 1\, -f P2 '3-t P41 + ~l/= 0 

14. P,~ + P23-+ p = 0 
"~ 

28. Pi:l-'f- P, '3 + P,L{ + P23 + Pl.ft P:s-~= o. 

For convenience the equations of special 

complexes will be referred to as ( s) ·-··-( s 1-· 
'2 ' ~ ' 

those 

of general complexes as ( G1) , ( G.tl ---- ( ~~· 
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EQ,UATIOHS OF THE SPECIAL COMPLEXES nr 
PG (3,3}. 

1. I1"l. = 0 7-8. P,,.t: P,g = 0 19-20. ~'3 :t P.N = 0 

2. lh= 0 9-10. Pi:i. ± P,li = 0 21-22. ~lf ± ~2. = 0 

3. ~If= 0 11-12. P1~± 113= 0 23-24. J.tu -t_ pl~: 0 

4. 113= 0 13-14. P,.,_± ~~- 0 25-26. ~~"j:. plf2= 0 

5. P'+,_= 0 15-16. Ih ±. :g~= 0 27-28. ~~t. P341-= 0 

6. Ps'f= 0 17-18. P,""j "t. P2'3: 0 29-30. Ptr:i. +- p3'f = 0 

31-34. :P,,_ ~ p ... p = 
,. - I If 0 47-5°0. P,~-t. P,'+-t. P3y= 0 

35-38. P,,. ± P,"3t P..2,= 0 51-54. P,3± p). 3-t.. pl 'I= 0 

39-42. ~,.±. ~II±.. Pi'_,_= 0 55-58. J?'f ± P4 .2..±.. P,v-= 0 

43-46. 1)+:p ... p= 
... , 1. - 2. 3 - '12.. 

0 59-62. !i~:t Plfj:- P3~= 0 

63. IJ 2. + p + plf2.- P'3.l 0 69. P,7..- P,"'-+ p:t3+ "P1<(.= 0 
I~ 

64. n -t P,3 - p + p3'/-= 0 70.-p, + P,'I t p'l.3 of- P,'-1: 0 
... ,2. t.{ 2. /2. 

65. P,:1..- P,3 +- Pt(./ p3'f= 0 71. ~3t IL,+ p2'"J- plf; 0 

66.-p .,. -) .... Ptr,.-t P14= 0 72. P,'} + P,'t- :923 + plf?..= 0 
. l:Z. 1,3 

67. p + P,lf + P~?.- P'3y= 0 , ,_ 73. ··P --·13 P,'f ;.f. P,.~+ plf~ 0 

68. ~'J_ 4 p l'f- p.2.3+ P'l; 0 74.-g,3-#- P,Lf+ P1~+ Py,_= 0 
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? 5-76. ±P,1. + P,,-+ P,'f + J.1 3 - Ptr~ 0 

77-78. ±U,_ + Pd,. P1'1- P13+ P'f2.= 0 

79-80. ~P,~~ ~3- Ey~ ~3+ P~~= o 

81-82 • .:tP,,. - P, 3 -t- ~'f 1' p13+ P1'!2.= 0 

83-84. P,2.±. P, 9 + P,'t+pu- P,v= 0 

85-86. P,'" ± P,-i + p,'f- P23+ p,1': 0 

87 88 n + n~= 0 - • P12. ± p,:!> - P,'f 1' .L;i_3 ..1.3 I 

89-90. - P,£. ± 11~ -t- P,y. + Pi3 + P3'~: 0 

2 P = 0 91-9 • P,,_ ;- P,;±. P,'f + Pl(:z..- ?.If 

93-94. P,i. -t- P13 ± P,"' - P"z. + P~y= 0 

95-96 • P,:i - ~1 ± P,lf -4- Plf2-t pi'$o!= 0 

97-98. -P,,.+ P,)± P,'t7 P41-~-+ p 3 tr= 0 

P. = 0 99-100. P,,..., P,3 ± PH+ Pi, 2. - "Jl/-

101-102 • P,,, 1- P11 :t: P,,.:.. P'f,. f P3'(-= O 

103-104. P,z- !h ± P~J+ P"':z.+ Pjv= 0 

105-106.-p,,_+ P,3 .:t P.t,.t P'f~+ P-;t 0 

107-108. + n + P. n = 0 Jl,_ t P," ~ '3 - If 2..- J:'3 'f 

109-110. Ih + p,t- Ih± Pq:..+ Pn= 0 

110-111. P,,, - P,'f + p.t3.:t Pp .. + Pn= 0 

112-113. -p,.,_t p
1
'f4 ~.3:t P;ti-+ p'J'f= 0 
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115-116. P,s -4- :P,'f--" p.i
3 

- p'f'l-'±.. P3 v = 0 

117-118. B,+ p~- ~3 4 ~~~ ~,= 0 

119 120 ~ TI + U TI : Q . - • Pn - P,~ ~3 ~2 !. .1::'3lf 

121-122.-p,1 + P,i1-+ P.2s+ p.1t:z± p3 lf: 0 

123 + p + p = 0 • _P,~+ P,9-f- P,,;t 113 l(~ ~"' 

2A. p = 0 l - • P,:z... T P,~ + P,'f - PL;- pl('2..- '3"" 
25 J? P. = 0 1 • P,l. t ~'3 - P,'f + P:i~ - 'f;: ~" 

126. ~~- ~3~ ~~- P.t3+ ~~- p~~ 0 

27 i p = 0 1 • -P,%. + P, 3 -+ P,t + l?i 3 P'f:t - 3'f 

28 "Y) -t u = 0 1 • P,,_- P,,-+J?c¥.._ P,:,.3- .1::'4-:z.. ..... -z'f 

2 TI p=O 1 9. P, 2-1- P,'3- J?11+-- P,_3-+ J::'Lf2+ ~Y 

130 TI P + P : Q • -P.::z..-+ J?,, + P,Lf-- .1::'~3 - 42. g'f 
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E'~UA!J:Ions OF GElBRAL COMPLEXES IH 

:PG ( 3, 3). 

1-2. P,:.i. + P3~= 0 23-26. ~2.-.!:... p2. ~".!. p3¥-= 

3-4. P,'3 t ~,_= 0 27-30. lJ ..,. P~~± p'3y.: .. ,::t..-
5-6. P,"'±. P=1-3= 0 31-34. P,'! ± p ± P:z3= 

I~ 

7-10. J?,_ t:. ~ 3 ± p10-= 0 

11-14.p + p + P. = 0 

35-38. '11.s ±. ~'f ± p y~ 

,,_ - J'3 - '1'/-
39-42. P, '3 t.. p.2. 3 "!.. pya. = 

15-18. p + p :t p Ill 0 
/')... - IJf 23 

43-46. p ±. p'f2.i p3'f-= 
I "3 

19-22.p ..,. p ~ P. = 0 
12 - ''f-- '3Y 

47-50. p ± p ± 
l'f .2 3 

51-54. p + p 4 P. = 0 
/'f - 3~- 3lf 

55-62. P,.2. 'i. ~ 3 ± P,'f-t.. p23= 0 

62-70. J?:z..±- ~-a± P,i4± p~~= 0 

71-78. n ~ p + p ~ p : 0 
l./~ 1:r- ,,,.- 'S'f . 

79-86. 

87-94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

~2.= P,+p-fp- 0 
13- z3- <,ta. 

P,:1..± p :f:. p -J:_ p'3'f= 0 
1'3 .23 

P, 2 + J?,3.,. n ... P..1'( = 0 
- 'f2. 

P,~+ n - p - p3<f = 0 ..... ,3 ri.. 
+ n n : 0 P, 2. - P, 3 l.lf a. - l:'3 S£ 

~,_ - P,3- p'+2.-f' p!>'f= 0 

99-106.p + u ~ p + p 4= 0 ( ~ - 7 'I - ~ '3 - f-

98. 

p"'; 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111-118. 

119-126. 

127-134. 

135. 

136. 

137. 

138. 

139-146. 

147-154. 

155-162. 
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P,~ ;- P/JI. t p.;l 3 + p'"3'f= 0 

Pi,_+ P,r- P,3- P~r-= 0 

n p 7 n p : 0 
J:l:J.... - t'f l."'~3- 3'{-

~:z-- P," - P23-t ~Lf = 0 

P,.::i... ::!: P,'r ± p't:&. -L p3'f = 0 

!12 'I:. 11~ t. p'f-:Z."i. p'":Jt'-= 0 

P,3 ±: P,y.t Pi '3"'"~ p-s~= 0 

- 0 P ...,.._ n... - 1) - p -
..t;,..,, /.!_~ 

1'3 )"/ ,,,_" T 

P,1- p,'t-+ p2.S- P'l-2= 0 

P,~ - P,9 - P..:t3 1- P~2= 0 

I)..(.-O+p=O ~3 :t ,,,. - ~1'2.~ 31/-

163-164. :tT;;,... + J;3 _, P1~-+ ~Y -t- ~z= 0 

165-166. ~TI ~ P - P + p~= Q -i:, 2.. P, .s - '<t .:2.3 -y .... 

167-168 • .tP,4 - P,]j- P,'f--t P23 '°" P'f.":J.: 0 

0 P. = 0 169-17 • '±P,'3- P,-s+ ~'f - P23 +- 't'~ 

1 71-172. p + p 7 p + p ~ p • 0 
J 2..- I :, I'(. 2 3 "31f 

173-174. T\ + p· 
!::'J2. - 13--:" 



181-182. 

183-184. 

185-186. 

187-188. 

189-190. 

191-192. 

193-194. 

195-196. 

19?~198. 

199-200. 

201-202. 

203-204. 

205-206. 

207-208. 

209-210. 

211. 

212. 

213. 

2H\ •. 
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Pr-J-. - ~i L;Lf- p't-: ~v: 0 

p l) = 0 pf'l+ P, 3 t P,'t- ff2-- -3<t 

~2-- P):!>t_ Itf + Pq:2..- P3/ O 

~ TI ~ TI : 0 ~l. ~.3 ±. p2 -l J::.'4 ~ .... 3'f 

TI -t P : 0 P,.i - P, 3 t P13 - J::'~l.. .3 y 

p = 0 P,:z - Pig ±. 1J3 -t P11,_ - '3'f 

P. +P.+P.- p-p=J 
/"). 13 - ~3 lf7- 3)' 

P ~ TI ~ TI + ~ = 0 P -+ ' .l.~2 1- J.J11.2. --1 ¥-
'" Jy T 

-n -f n
11
= 0 P,'l. - P1y - P,,3 ± .t'~.2.. ~31 

n ~ TI ' B - n = 0 P,,_ - J;'l'f .... ~,~ - 'f 2. ~, 

J.1~ 1' P1'f - I;~ =f: ~,. - Pa.y-: 0 

p,)-+ P,y.-1 Pz/ Plf,.. t Ps~: 0. 

P13 - P,'f - P21 + PS'Z t... ~ti = O 

Ih - I:'f + P';ls - Plf-i± ~y = 0 

P J...(\ p u.,.p=-o 
13 T l.J'f - :l3 - .,.; jtl.- 3J' 
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215. P,i..- P,~-t -0 + Pz.3+ pl(2-.f ~ = 0 -,'{ 9<( 

216. -p + P, 3 t p t PL~-+ J?42.-i p = 0 
J '2... I Cf iy 

217. -P,J...- B9o-+ B'f + P23-l- Pv;z..-+ 1) = 
-3~ 

0 

218. -p,.2..+ P,3 - P,v-f p.z.3+ p~~ P3,= 0 

219. -P,2..-t- P,3 -t u -... ,'f n 
.l.:_.z.3 + P,,.:z-+ TI = 0 3'f 

220. -P,.2-+ 11s + Bf( -1 P23- Ptti.-.+ ~t'= 0 

221. P,2-- J.'.13 - P,tt--f P23-+ p¥'2-.., p3~= 0 

222. p,J,-- P,3 ~ P,.,- P:2.l pt,12. ... P.z~= 0 

223. n:2-- Pn- P,'f - Pn- p~.2-- p.3J'= 0 

224. P,"1.:t 11:~. - P,yi P,,1- ~2. f p:1'f • 0 

225. Pi:z. -t P,3 - ~t+ ~~.,. plf,_- p = 0 
1'f 

226. P,.2.--t P,34 Pil(- P,.J- PyJ. 
.., PJ'f: 0 

227. P,;J.-+ P,>-l pl't- p.:J.3+ p'f2. - PSI/ 
=·o 

228. Pt.l-+ P1;i""' P1'f"*' P,.3- P11z- p:?</ = 0 

229. -p,2-- lh -\. 1?,y ... Tu~- plf2-'4 p:?ll = 0 

230. -P,.c P,3-+ p,~+ P~3' '"* P ... i.- p3c,t = 0 

2~1. -pt).+ Ih - P,~- PA.3+ 1'.) 
..i.;lf 2. 

+ p = 0 'Jy 

232. ~n. -t p,3- P,~ P,.34 ~l- - p3'Y: 0 

233. -P,.z. T P13+ P. - Pz3..,. l'f P1t2.- J?Jy = 0 

234. -p -t p,~+ P,'f .+ P.~ ·r p'f 1-- P3y: 0 , ,, 
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CONGRUENCES COMMON TO·Two COMPLEXES. 

'.l:he congruence common to two complexes 

depends on the kind of complexes and their 

relative position. 

I. Tv10 special complexes. Since each complex 

consists of all lines meeting a given line, the 

directrix, the lines common to two complexes are 

all the lines meeting both directrices. If 

these directrices are skew, the common cong1,uence 

is hyperbolic; if they intersect, it is degenerat~. 

Since the directrices either do or do not intersect, 

the congn1ence connnon to two special complexes 

is either hyperbolic or degenerate. 

II. A general and a special complex. If the 

directrix of the special c~mplex is a line of the 

gerie::cal, the lines common to the two complexes 

form a parabolic congruencei. 

If the directrix of the special complex is not 

a line of the ·general complex the common lines form 

a hyperbolic congruence!. 

1. See page 9 • 
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Since the directrix of the special complex 

either is or is not a line of the general, the 

congruence common to a special and a general 

complex is either parabolic or hyperbolic. 

III. 1'wo general complexes. 

At any point of space the two flat pencils 

belonging to two general complexes, have a. line 

in comrnon2. '.£'hen in general the lines common to 

the two complexes consist of one and only one line 

on every point of space. This set of lines is 

an elliptic congruence. 

Since some of the lines of a. general complex 

form hyperbolic congruences and some of them 

parabolic coneruences3 , two general complexes 

may have in common a hyperbolic or a parabolic 

congruence. A degenerate congruence cannot. be 

common to the two, for nei·bher complex contains the 

plane of lines or the bundle o±' lines which make 

up a degenerate congruence. 

2. L. C. P• 3 2 ,5 

3. L. C. p. 321-323. 
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:aEGULI COiiliv~OH :ro T~10 CONGRUENCES. 

I. 2wo elliptic congruences. All degenerate 

reguli contain intersec,ting lines. .Glliptio 

congruences contain only mutually skev.; 1 ine s and 

therefore the only kind of a regulus that can 

be common to two elliptic congruences is the 

nondegenerate. 

I I. An e 11 i pt i c and a -par ab o 1 i c c ongr ue nc e • 

If the di rec iJrix of the parabolic congruence 

is a line of the elliptic there is no other· 

line common to the two congruences, for all 

other lines of ·the parabolic mee-b -the given line 

and no others of tihe elliptic do. Otherwise 'there 

migh-t be a non degenerate reguluB in common. 

III. .An elliptic and a h:y:peruolic congruence. 

If one or both directrices of the hyperbolic 

congruence are lines of'· the elliptic, there can 

be no lines common to t i-ie tvJO, far the lines of 

hyperbolic congruence all meet the directrices. 
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Otherwise there may be a non degenerate regulus 

cornrnon -to the two. 

IV. An elliptic and a degene1,a·t;e congruence. 

~he lines of an elliptic congruence are all skew 

to each other. One line oi' the plane of the 

degenerate congruence and one of the bundle might 

coincide with lines of the elliptic, but no 

others could coincide, for every other. line of 

the degenerate· congruence would meet one of the 

first two, and no other line of the elliptic 

meets either of. them. Therefore an ellip·~ic and 

a degenerate congruence cannot have a regu.lus in 

common. 

V. Two parabolic congruences. If the directrices 

of the two congruences coincide, two flat pencils 

with a common line may be common. If the direc-

trices are skew, there may be one line from 

each i;encil of one congruence meeting the 

directrix of the other and forming a non-degenerate 

regulus. 
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These are the only possibilities since 

neither of the parabolic congruences contains 

a bundle of lines, or a plane of lines. 

VI. A ·parabolic and a hyperbolic congruence. 

The lines of the ~rabolic congruence form only 

non-degenerate reguli,·or degenerate, consisting 

of tvvo flat penci.ls with a common line. If the 

directrix of the parabolic coincides with one 

dir ec·trix of tJhe hyperbolic the only possible 

common regulus is the non-degenerate, since "the 

directrix of the hyperbolic is not a line of -t;_he 

congruence. 

VII. · A parabolic and a degenerate congruence. 

The degenerate cong~uence contains no non-

degenerate regulus, and the parabolic contains 

no l)lane of lines 01· bundle of lines, so the 

only possibility in this case is two flat 

pencils with a common line. ~his is possible 

when the directrix of the parabolic is in the 

plane and on the center of -Ghe bundle of the 

·degenerate congruence. 
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VIII. Two hyperbolic congruences. 

Let the two congruences be .9.:,, with 

directrices a and b; and Q~, with directrices 

c and d. If a, b , .£,and d are mu-t ually skew, 

a non-degenerate regulus might be corru1.-ion to 

C1 'and C:z.. This would happen in case d and. e 

coincide with directrices of a regulus contained 
. ~ 

in~· 

If b coincides with~' but ~and~ are skew, 

then the lines common to the two con[Sruences are 

the lines meeting three skew lines v;hich form a 

non-degenerate regulus. 

If.£ coincides with d, but . .§:. and~ intersect, 

the pencil with cent~r at the intersection of ~ 

and~ is common to both congruences, and so also, 

is the pencil a-t the point of b=.~L that is in the 

plane of a and e. Then the ·tvw congruences have in 

common two pencils v;ith a common line. 

If b and d intersect but a and c are skew, 

the only line common to the two congruences is 

the line on the intersection of b and ~·, meeting 

both ~ and ~, so the re is no common regu.lu.s. 
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If a and b are lines of c~ there is no - - - ' 
regulus in common, the only common lines being 

the two on the intersections of the directrices. 

IX. A hyperbolic and a degenerate congruence. 

These can have no non-degenerate regulus in common, 

since the degenerate congruence contains none; 

and no bundle of lines or plane of lines since 

the hyperbolic does not contain one of these. 1rhe 

only possible common regulus therefore is one 

consisting of two pencils with a common line. 

This would be possible when a directrix of the 

hyperbolic is in the plane and on the cent er of 

the bundle of the degenerate. A pencil of lines 

ati that point would be common and also Oi1.e at the 

point where the other directrix cuts ·the plane of 

the desenerate. 

X. Two degenerate congrue noes. 

Neither congruence contains a non-degenerate 

regulus so none ca~ be cormnon to the two. If 

the planes coincide, ~nd the centers of the 

bundles are different, the common regulus is a 

plane of 1 ine s. 
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If the planes of the 'two are different, but 

centers of bundles coincide, it is a bundle 

of lines. If the line of intersection of the 

two planes is on the centers of both bundles, 

the conunon regulus consists of two flat pencils 

with a corMnon line. 

In general, two congruences do not have a 

regulus in corNnon. A congruence is made up of 

lines whose coordinates satisfy tvio equations 

of the form---At'M. P~K= O. If every two congrLlences 

had a regulus in common, then, in general, the 

coordinates of the lines of the regulus would 

satisfy four equations, which is not the case.l 

1. See page _Jt_. 
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LINES Alm POII~TS IH :PG ( 3 ,K). 

In PG (3,K) ~he points have four coor-

dinates. J:he number of points on a line is 

K-1; the number of points in space is K~~K+l; 

the number of lines on a point is K=t.K+-1 and 

the number of lines in s1)ace is ( K+l) • ( Ki-K•l) • 

If K • 2, the marks of the system are 0 and 
The number of sets of four coordinates that can 

be formed from the two marks is 15. ~here are 

three points on a line, 7 lines on a point and 

35 lines in space. The coordinates of the lines 

are the Plucker coordinates determined by the 

coordinates of any two points on the line. ~he 

points and lines will be numbered according to 

the value of the coordinates in the binary scale. 

If K = 3, the marks are 0,1 and 2. There 

are 4 points on a line; 40 points in space; 13 

lines on a point; and 130 lines in space. £hese 

points and lines will be numbered according to 

the value of their coordinates in the ternary 

scale. 

1. 
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11he following tables show ttie coordinates 

of the points and lines, the lines on a point, 

and the points on a line. 



~ I Vt. 
QJ 

i f... 
ltf 

! s:: 
tlJ I ~ 
~ .1... 

t: ~ ·- 6 
~ v 

ct 
/-.. ,· n e ~.-

l 0001 
2 I 0010 
3 0011 

_4 0100 
.. 5 0101 
6 0110 
7 0111 
8 1000 

.9 1001 
10 1010 
11 1011 
12 1100 
13 1101 
14 1110 
15 1111 

POINTS .AND I.sIHES IN PG ( 3, 2) 

WITH THEIR COORDINATES. 

)....1n e co-orclL 'Y\ a. t~s. 
r 0 

I - I 
0 0 010 olo ,0 0 0 0 or 0 0 0 010 

0 QI 0 Q.~ Q oro 0 0 0 0 l l l l l 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 l 1 
0 0 

~ ~1·6' i 1 0 O'"""O 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 l 110 0 l l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 l·O l 0 l 0 1 0 1 0 l 0 l 0 l 

! I I 
! 

112 3 4 5 6 j 7 I 8 9110 II lb 17 -'D ::1. I ~'I ,~, 
I I I ; 
! 

xl:x x x x ! x :x I 

x XjX x :x .. ,. x ...... 

x I zix I x x I 

x x :x I 
x x 1X 

x x ,X : 
x x :x: 

! x x x -

I x x x 
i x x x 
i x x x 
I x x 
I x x 
j I x x 
I x x 

0 
1 
1 
1 
l 
0 

-30 

x 

x 

x . 
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'-rne coorcl.\>i.ates 

r o ·1 
... 
I p 

·1 tn l ·~ r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 cu +-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 rtJ 
~ 

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 ·1 . 
-0 Cl) 

l 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 >- +.:> I 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 l 0 1 0 
~ 0 I l v •..J 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 ....:; \~ \l-
I 

3J 3.:L 34 3b 3i' ~o Lf.:J. !./.~ 47 lf i ~fl 52 s!J- ~-b j9 bl b:i.. lS l111 el -
' 

i 
I 0001 I 1 

0010 2 
x I \ 0011 3 

x x :x x 0100 4 
x x x .xi 0101 5 

:x x x x 0110 6 
x x x x 0111 7 

x x x x 1000 8 
x x x x 1001 9 

x .x x x 1010 10 
x 1X x x 1011 11 

x x I x x -1100 12. 
x x x :x :x 1101 13 
x :x x x x 1110 14 

x :x x x 1111 15 
.... 
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The 130 Lines in P G (3,3), Their Coordinates, 
and the Four :Points on Each Line. 

Line Coordin- Points Line Coordin- :Points. 
ates ates 

1 000001 1 3 4 5 109 011001 4 29 30 34 
3 000010 1 9 10 11 110 011002 4 28 32 33 
4 000011 l 15 16 17 123 011120 4 36 40 44 
5 000012 l 12 13 14 124 011121 4 38 39 43 
9 000100 3 9 12 15 125 011122 4 37 41 42 

10 000101 3 11 . 14 17 129 011210 4 45 49 53 
11 000102 3 10 13 16 130 011211 4 47 48 52 
12 000110 5 9 14 16 131 011212 4 46 50 51 
13 000111 5 11 13 15 135 012000 5 27 32 34 
14 000112 5 10 12 17 136 012001 5 29 31 33 
15 000120 4 9 13 17 137 012002 5 28 30 35 
16 000121 4 11 12 16 147 012110 5 36 41 43 
17 000122 4 10 .14 15 148 012111 5 38 40 42 
27 001000 1 27 28 29 149 012112 5 37 39 44 
28 001001 1 30 31 32 159 012220 5 45 50 52 
29 001002 1 33 34 35 160 012221 5 47 49 51 
30 001010 1 45 46 47 161 012222 5 46 48 53 
31 001011 1 48 49 50 243 100000 9 27 36 45 
32 001012 1 51 52 53 246 100010 9 28 37 46 
33 001020 1 36 37 38 249 100020 9 29 38 47 
34 001021 1 39 40 41 252 100100 9 33 42 51 
35 001022 l 42 43 44 255 100110 9 34 43 52 
81 010000 3 27 .30 33 258 100120 9 35 44 53 
82 010001 3 29 32 35 261 100200 9 30 39 48 
83 010002 3 28 31 34 264 100210 9 31 40 49 
90 010100 3 36 39 42 267 100220 9 32 41 50 
91 010101 3 38 41 44 270 101000 10 27 37 47 
92 010102 3 37 40 43 273 101010 10 28 38 45 
99 010!00 3 45 48 51 276 101020 10 29 36 46 

100 010201 3 47 50 53 281 101102 10 33 43 53 
101 010202 3 46 49 52 284 101112 10 34 44 51 
108 011000 4 27 31 35 287 101122 10 35 42 52 .. -

I 
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Lines Coor- :Points Lines Coor-· · :Points. 
dinates dinates 

289 1101201 10 30 40 50 . 388 112101 14 33 38 49 
292 i 101211 10 31 41 48 390 112110 14 34 36 50 
295 . 101221 10 32 39 49 395 112122 14 35 37 48 
297 102000 11 27 38 46 1398 112202 14 30 44 46 
300 I 102010 · 11 28 36 47 400 112211 14 31 42 47 
303 102020 11 29 37 45 402 112220 14 32 43 45 
307 102101 11 33 44 52 ' 405 120000 15 27 42 48 
310 102111 11 34 42 53 409 120011 15 28 43 49 
313 102121 11 35 43 51 413 12002~ 15 29 44 50 
317 102202 11 30 41 49 414 120100 15 33 39 45 
320 102212 11 31 39 50 418 120111 15 34 40 46 
323 102222 11 32 40 48 j 422 120122 15 35 41 47 
324 110000 12 27 39 51 423 120200 15 30 36 51 
329 110012 12 28 40 52 427 120211 15 31 37 52 
331 110021 12 29 41 53 431 120222 15 32 38 53 
333 110100 12 33 36 48 432 121000 16 27 43 50 
338 110112 12 p LL D- 37 49 436 121011 16 28 44 48 
3"40 110121 12 35 38 50 440 121022 16 29 42 49 
342 110200 12 30 42 45 443 121102 16 33 40 47 
347 110212 12 31 43 46 444 121110 16 34 41 45 
349 110221 12 32 44 47 448 121121 16 35 39 46 
351 111000 13 27 40 53 451 121201 16 30 37 53 
356 111012 13 28 41 51 455 121212 16 31 38 51 
358 111021 13 29 39 52 456 121220 16 32 36 52 
362 111102 13 33 37 50· 459 122000 17 27 44 49 
364 111111 13 34 38 48 463 122011 17 28 42 50 
366 111120 13 35 36 49 467 122022 17 29 43 48 
370 111201 13 30 43 47 469 122101 17 33 41 46 
372 111210 13 31 44 45 473 122112 17 34 39 47 
377 111222 13 32 42 46 474 122120 17 35 40 45 
378 112000 14 27 41 52 479 122202 17 30 38 52 
383 112012 14 28 39 53 480 122210 17 31 36 53 
385 112021 14 29 40 51 484 122221 17 32 37 51 



Pts. 
1 
3 
4 
5 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
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~ 

16 
17 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 -
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 

I 

.. 
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The 40 Points in P G(3,3), Their Coordinates 

and the 13 Lines on Each Point. 

Coor-
dinates. Lines. 

0001 1 3 4 5 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
0010 1- 9 10 11 81 82 83 90 91 92 99 100 101 
0011 l 15 16 17 108 109 110 123 124 125 129 130 131 
0012 1 12 13 14 135 1'36 137 147 148 149 159 160 161 
0100 3 9 12 15 243 246 249 252 255 258 261 264 267 
0101 3 11 14 17 270 273 276 281 284 287 289 292 295 
0102 3 10 13 16 297 300 303 307 310 313 317 320 323 
0110 5 9 14 16 324 329 331 333 338 340 342 347 349 
0111 5 11 13 15 351 356 358 362 364 366 370 372 377 
0112 5 10 12 17 378 383 385 386 390 395 398 400 402 
0120 4 9 13 17 405 409 413 414 418 422 423 427 431 
0121 4 11 12 16 432 436 440 443 444 448 451 455 456 
0122" 4 10 14 15 459 463 467 469 473 474 479 480 484 
1000 27 81 108 135 243 270 297 324 351 378 405 432 459 
1001 27 83 110 13Y/ 246 273 300 329 356 383 409 436 463 
1002 27 82 109 136 249 276 303 331 358 385 413 440 467 
1010 28 81 109 137 261 289 317 342 370 398 423 451 479 
1011 28 83 108 136 264 292 320 347 372 400 427 455 480 
1012 28 82 110 135 267 295 323 349 377 402 431 456 484 
1020 29 81 110 136 252 281 307 333 362 388 414 443 469 
1021 29 83 109 135 255 284 310 338 364 390 418 444 473 
1022 29 82 108 137 258 287 313 340 366 395 422 448 474 
1100 33 - 90 123 147 243 276 300 333 336 390 423 456 480 
1101 33 92 125 149 246 270 303 338 362 395 427 451 484 
1102 ·33 91 124 148 249 273 297 340 364 388 431 455 479 
1110 34 90 124 149 261 295 320 324 358 383 414 448 473 
1111 34 92 123 148 264 289 323 329 351 385 418 443 474 
1112 ;:)4 91 125 147 267 292 317 331 356 378 422 444 469 
1120 ·'7 r-tJO 90 125 148 252 287 310 342 377 400 405 440 463 
1121 v5 92 124 147 255 281 313 347 370 402 409 432 467 
1122 35 91 123 149 258 284 307 349 372 398 413 436 459 
1200 30 99 129 159 243 273 303 342 372 402 414 444 474 
1201 30 101 131 161 246" 276 29? 34? 377 398 418 448 469 
1202 30 100 130 160 249 270 300 349 370 400 422 443 473 
1210 31 99 130 161 261 292 323 333 364 395 405 436 467 
1211 31 101 129 160 264 295 317 338 366 388 409 440 459 
1212 31 100 131 159 267 289 320 340 362 390 413 432 463 
1220 32 99 131 160 252 284 313 324 356 385 432 455 484 
1221 32 101 130 159 255 28'7 307 329 358 378 427 456 479 
1222 32 l·oo 129 161 258 281 310 331 351 383 431 451 480 
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iWMBER OF 001.il?LEXES OH A COI1GRU~NCE. 

ltny tYvo equations of complexes determine 

a congruence. If tvrn such equations are a and b, 

any equation dependent on the two is of the form 

~a +A1b, where ( ~.~1) are marks of the system. 

l1he number of. equations dependent on two equ.ations 

is t hen the number of set s ( A, A 2.) t hat can be 
' 

chosen from the marks of the system. Zero is 

excluded for (0,0) gives no equation, and if either 

A,or A1 is zero, we get one of the original 

eq_tlations. Therefore (K-l)~is the number of 

sets of ( A.)J. But this must be divided by 

(K-1) since multiplication or division of an 

equation by any of the marks, except zero, gives 

no new equation, hence there are (K-1) equations 

dependent on any two, or (Ktl) equations in a 

set, any two of which give the same cong1·uenoe. 

£herefore ·the number of complexes on a congruence 

is Ktl. 

The Ktl complexes on a congruence are 

called a pencil of complexes. 
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NUMBER OF COMPLEXES OH A I\EGULUS. 

If any three. equations ( OLJ f3J y ) determine 

a regulus then the number of complexes on the 

regulus is the number of equations in the set 

containing ( a.J (3J y) such that any one of the 

set is dependent on two or three of the others. 

The number dependent on two of the equations 

is (A,<l\.-+~~~) t (l\,oc.-fl\,)') -t (/\ 113+A:zy). The 

number dependent on three is (A,oc.+A,.(1tA>y). As 

before the number dependent on any two is (K-1). 

The number dependent on three is 

(K-1)'3 = ( K-1 )2; 
(K-1) 

·Hence the total number of equations in the set is 
2. '2... 

3 7 3(K-l)t(K-l) = KtKtl. 

Therefore the number of complexes on a regulus is 
,. 

K+K-tl. 
;a. 

The KtKtl complexes on a regulus are some-

times called a nsystem of tnree termsn, or a 

"hyperpencil.n 
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EXA.MJ?LES OF COMPLEXES AND CONGHUEHCES 

IN PG ( 3, 2). 

GENERAL COivIPLEXES. 

£he lines of the general complex are 

de1;endent on the sides of a simple skew pentagon, 

no four vertices of which are coplanar. J:o find 

the equation of a complex dependen-li on a given 

pentagon, we find the equation which is satisfied 

by ·the sides of the pentagon. 

Since the p~Hof the equationt 

a P + a n .a. ,:i_ "n ..c.. A n + 2. TI ""' a p a 0 t are 1::t. ,,_ nr~~ • '""flf l:l'f T """'U,n'i -y.U¥'-' s~ ry 

the coordinates of the lines, we can find the a~K 

for each line by substituting the coordinates of 

each line in the equation. 

Let the lines of the given pentagon in :PG( 3, 2) 

be lines 8,3,62,30,25; with vertices 9,1; 7,12,3. 

The coordinates of line 8 are 001000. 1Ehen the 

equation of this line is 
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Likewise 

for 

for 

for 

for 

line 3, ~l/' a¥2.~ o. 
line 62, a,i+ a,1+ a,'f + a:ti" a = o. 

'-f.2. 

line 30, a,3+ a"/t ~.3t a'f2= o. 
line 25, a,,+ a,"-t a.if= o. 
Solving these equations simaltaneously; 

a 3 'f = a4 ,_ = a I 'J .' a, :z.. = a 1'f = a.~ 3 = O. 

Since there are five equations in six 

anknowns, the value of one unknown can be 

assigned and the res·t vlill be uniquely determined. 

Then let a~t= ~and the equation of the complex is 

( G,3 ), P,3 + l?lf:i.+ J?3Lf• 0 • 

This is the equation o:f a general complex in 

which there are fifteen lines, ~he lines v"Jl1ose 

coordinates satisfy the equation are 3,4,7,8,11, 

17,21,25,30,32,36,40,61,62. 

For another complex let the vertices of the 

determining pentagon be points 9,1,7,5,10, and the 

lines 8,3,5,45,25. Then two of the lines will 

coincide with two of those in the pentagon of (~ 3 ). 
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The equation is determined, as before, to be, 

( G~uJJ P, i + J?.:t 3+ J?"' :l-t. 1?3'f~ 0 • 

The lines which satisfy are lines 3,5,6,8, 

11,17,20,25,31,32,38,40,45,52,55. 

A pentagon not having two consecutive sides 

of the pentagon coinciding with that of ( G, 3), is 

one with sides 9,36,48,7,1, vertices 1,10,14,6,3. 

J!he equation is 

(G,9 ), l?,.2.+- :P,s_.. :P.:z 3t 1?'f:z.= O. 

The lines of this complex are, 1,6,7,8,9,20,21, 

34,36,42,45,48,55,56,62. 
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SPECikL COMl'LEXES IH PG( 3, 2). 

For the equation of a special complex, a 

pentagon is chosen, four vertices of which are 

coplanar. Let ·the vertices be points 1, 14, 12, 

3, 6. The lines then are lines 11,.20, 30, 7, 3. 

The equation of the special complex is 

( S.!l~-) P1'1 + :Ptfl-i' P'f3= 0. 

Lines of the complex are 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 

16, 20, 25, 32, 30, 36, 42, 45, 48, 51, 52, 

55, 61, 62. 

Line 52 meets all other lines of the 

complex and is therefore the directrix. 

Special complex ( S 1q) 1?12..+ P,~ + 1?,'f"= 0 

is satisfied by the lines, 1, 2~ 3, 4, 5, 6, 

7, 24, 25, 30, 31, 40, 42, 45, 47, 48, 51, 52, 

55. 'fhe directrix is line 7, which has point 

6 in common with line 52, the directrix of 

complex ( S~y) • 
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Special complex (S 2o) 1',:t.; P,3 t P.2 3 = 0 

Lines 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 20, 21, 31, 

36, 38, 45, 47, 48, 51, 56, 59, 30. 
The directrix, line 11, has no point on 

line 52, the directrix of ( s~.) ; or on line 7, 

the directrix of (Sn)• 
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COIJGRuEHCES COiv1L:on TO :·_rr10 GZN.ilii.AL 

COMPLEXES IN :PG (3,2). 

The lines·common to (G,~) and (G-'<b) are the 

seven lines 3, 8, 11, 17, 25, 32, 40, which form 

a J?arabolic congru.ence. Line 8 meets all the 

other lines and is therefore the directrix. This 

gives an e:xampl e of a parabolic congrL1ence common 

·to two general complexes, ·which have two conse-

cutive lines of the determining pentagons in common. 

Comple:x~s (Gw) and (G,'f), YJhose determining 

pentagons do not have two consecutive lines in 

common, have in common the lines 7, 8, 21, 36, 

63, which form an elliptic congruence. 

Lines c omrnon to ( G 11 ) and ( G:l" ) are the 1 ine s 

of an elliptic congruence, 6, 8, 20, 45, 55. 
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EXAE1?1.6S OF COMPLEXES AHD cm~GrtJEHCES 

IN PG ( 3, 3). 

GEITEHAL C OliIPLEXES. 

Equation ( G¥~ l?dt 1?1.f~+ ~'f= o. 
Lines of determining pentagon, 27, 5, 366, 

123, 110. 

Vertices of deter mining pentagon, 28, 1, 13, 

36' 4. 

Lines 5 
' 9, 14, 16, 27, 32, 34, 83, 92, 101, 

110' · 123, 130, 137, 148, 159, 243, 252, 261, 2?:': . .", 

284, 295, 297, 313, 320, 362, 364, 366, 398, 400, 

413, 422, 431, 440, 444, 451, 467, 469, 480, 40 z. 

- - - ( 

Equation ( G 1tt1 ) Pn + I;.i ,_ p'f..2..,. J?3'f = o. 
Lines of pentagon 27, 5, 11, 289, 137. 

Vertices of' pentagon 28, 1, 13, 10, 30. 

Lines 5 ' 11, 13, 15, 27, 32, 34, 83, 91, 99, 

110, 125, 131, 137' 147, 160, 243, 258, 264, 270, 

281, 289, 29?, 310, 323, 342, 3417' 349, 388, 390, 

395, 413, 414, 427, 440, 448, 456, 46Y/ t 473, 479. 



101, 

303, 

388, 

480. 

99, 

270, 

364, 

480. 
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i~c1ua·t ion ( G1r) ~:l. of 1?,'3 -t E.:23t P42= o. 
Lines of i:e nt aeon 28 ' 261, 324, 16, 1. 

Vertie es of pentagon 1, 30, 39, 12, 4. 

Lines. 1, 15, 16, 17, 27, 28' 29, 99, 100, 

147, 148, 149, 249, 255, 261, 276, 284, 289' 

310, 317, 329, 333, 349, 356, 362, 377, 383, 

402, 405, 422, 427, 432, 448, 455, 459' 474, 

Equation (G,6•3 ) 

Lines of pentagon, 27, 5, 366, 123, 436. 

Vertices of pentagon, 29, 1, 13, 36, 44 •. 

Lines. 5, 10, 12, 17, 27, 32, 34, 82, 92, 

109, 123, 131, 136, 148, 160, 243, 255, 267, 

287, 292, 297, 307, 317, 342, 347, 349, 362, 

366, 409, 414, 431, 436, 448, 451, 463, 473, 
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S:PECIAL COEPLEXES HJ :PG ( 3, 3). 

Equation ( s3>~) :P,~- I',s- r,'f= o. 
Lines. 

1, 3, 4. 5, 9' 10, 11, 12' ·13' 14, 15, 16, ... , 
17, 108, 109, 110, 123, 124, 125, 129' 130, 131, 

297, 300, 30~-3' 307, 310, 313, 317, 320, 323, 324, 

329, 331, 333, 338, 340, 342, 347, 349' 432, 436, 

440, 443, 444, 448, 451, 455, 456. 

Directrix line 16. 

- - - -
Eqllation ('SJ6) P,.,_ - P,s+ p:J.3= o. 
Lines. 

1, 3, 4. 5, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, -, 

35, 90, 91, 92, 123, 124, 125, 147, 148, 149' 

261, 264, 267, 289' 292, 295, 317, 320, 323, 324, 

329, 331, 351, 356, 358, 378, 383, 385, 414, 418, 

422, 443, 444, 448, 469, 473, 474. 

Directrix, line 3Ll .... 
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Equation ( S..?~f I P,,/ Ptr=:i-t Pil(-= 0. 

Lines. 

5' 9' 14, 16, 29, 31, 33, 81, 90, 99, 

110, 123, 130, 136, 147, 161, 252, 243, 26i, 

276, 281, 292, 300, 307, 323, 324, 329, 331, 

333, 338, 340, 342, 347, 349, 362, 366, 388' 

390, 395, 405, 414, 423, 436, 443, 456, 464, 

467, 469, 480. 

Directrix, line 333. 
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IH :PG ( 3, 3) • 

Comi;lexes (Gtt3 ) and (G,'ti are determined .bY 

pentagons which have two consecutive lines of one 

coinciding with two of the other. The common 

congruence is parabolic. 

Lines, 5, 27, 32, 34, 83, 110, 137, 243, 

270, 297, 413, 440, 467. 

The pentagons of (G"3) and (G,r) are distinct. 

The c ornmon co ngr ue no e is e 11 i pt i c • 

Lines 16, 27, 92, 159, 261, 284, 366, 400, · 

431, 469. 

- - - ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ 

The pentagons of ( G'f3 ) and ( G1.J have fo n.r 

lines of one coinciding with four lines of the 

other. The common congruence is hyperbolic. 

Lines, 5, 27, 32, 34, 92, 123, 148, 243, 

270, 297' 362, 364, 366' 431, 480, 4 51. 
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CONGRUENCE Cvh:ILOH TO TWO SPECIAL COM:PI"EXclS 

IN PG ( 3, 3). 

(S 3~ and (ScS:5t whose directrices are on a 

point, have in corrunon the tvrnnty-two lines of 

a degenerate congruence. 

Lines. 

5, 9, 14, 16, 110, 130, 300, 307, 323, 

324, 329, 331, 333, 338, 340, 342, 347, 349, 

436, 443, 446. 

(S5:i~ and (S3J whose directrices are not 

on a point, have in common the sixteen lines 

of a hyperbolic congruence. 

Lines.· 

5, 29, 31, 33, 90, 123, 147, 261, 292, 323, 

324, 329, 331, 414, 443, 469. 
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CONGRUENCE cmm10H TO A GEH.8RAL AUD 

A Sl'ECIAL COllil?LEX IH :PG ( 3, 3). 

(S 3..J and (G~. The directri:x of (S ) 

is a line of ( G77). The thirteen common lines 

form a parabolic congruence. 

Lines. 

1, 15, 16, 17, 303, 310, 317, 329, 333, 

349, 432, 448, 455. 

( S~ and ( G,'f1. ]~he directrix of ( S ) is 

not a line of ( G,'+j. Th~ sixteen lines of a 

hyperbolic congruence are common to the two. 

Lines. 

5, 11, 13, 15, 110, 125, 131, 297, 310, 

323, 342, 347, 349, 440, 448, 456. 
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PENCIL OF COlvLPLEXBS OH THE SAME 

CONGRUENCE. ( 3, 3). 

The four comJ>lexes: 

( s' ) ·p - 0 -,,. 
( S:i_) :P,3= 0 

(S7) 1?,,._ + :P,~ = 0 

( s?) J?,,_ - :P,, = 0 

are a.11 on the same congruence, since each of 

the equations is dependent on two of the others. 

The lines whose coordinates satisfy all 

four equations are the twenty-two lines of a 

degenerate congruence; 

1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 

16, 17, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35. 



The 
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SET OF COMPLEXES OH 1rH~ SAlvIE REGUJ.JUS 

IN PG ( 3, 3) • 

thxee complexes 

( s, ) :P,.2.. = 0 

( s~) l?n = 0 

( S3 ) P,'f = 0 

have in common lines 

1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11., 12, 13, 14, 

16' 17, which are all on the same plane. 

15, 

:.chis 

plane of lines is common also to all complexes 

whose equations are dependent on two or three 

of these equations. The complete set of 

K+K+l = 13 equations, is as follows: 

(SI ) :P,:2. = 0 

( S:i ) P,3= 0 

( S3 ) ~'t= 0 

(S,) P,,_ + :P,~ = 0 

(sf() J?,,._- 'Ji3 = 0 

( s,) P,,_ + P,'f =- 0 
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( s,o) :P,2. - J?,'f = 0 

( s,~~ :P,.3 + ~t= 0 

(Su:.) :P,'3- ~'"f= 0 

( s.,r) ~,. t :P,3 1- Ii£/= 0 

( s,,J ~2- - J?~ + ~'f = 0 

( Srs-) -P,,_;. :P, 3 -t l? = 0 
''I 

( S9'f) . I't,_+ I',g- 1?1'f= 0 


